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FATAL BLOW OF  WIND !

 LYON :OMNIPRESENT HOMOPHOBIA

Last Friday, in Lyon a 

woman couple who were 

holding hands were assaulted 

by a girl band. One of the 

girls has been indicted last 

Sunday.
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Hurricane Idai hit on March 17 2019, in Mozambique and Zimbabwe . It caused 

approximately a hundred and twenty-seven victims : sixty-two in Mozambique 

and sixty-five in Zimbabwe. This hurricane, moreover is considered as one of the 

most powerful in the Indian ocean of the past decade. The hurricane destroyed 

everything on its way: the houses , the shops, everything!

« The Classico »
On Sunday, in the Parc des 

Prince stadium in Paris the 

match PSG-OM took 

place.
Mbappe and Di Maria offered the victory to the 

PSG to the double goals by Di Maria and one goal 

by Mbappe .PSG was first after twenty-nine days 

of Ligue one .Valère Germain ,an OM player 

,scored one goal so the final result is 3-1 for Paris .
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A WINTER 

SURFBOARD ?
It’s a delicate and 

ephemeral object. An icy 

surfboard, which slides on 

winter waves at the foot 

of Norway’s mountains.

Inge Wegge aged 33, 

surfer and documentary 

filmaker, had this original 

idea . To get this 

surfboard, he used a cold 

room. Finally, he can surf 

few waves but the 

surfboard ends up 

melting.

On the Bay of Biscay, 

the shipwreck of the 

boat "Grande America" 

keeps on going. The oil 

slicks are moving and 

the specialists are 

worried ! They should 

not reach the French 

coasts.

On the other hand the " 

anti-pollution " starts in 

a rough sea.

GRANDE AMERICA : OIL SLICKS
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THEY WALK FOR THEIR FUTURE !

From Sydney to Montréal…

From Paris to Dakar..

From Tokyo to Buenos Aires…

Hundreds of young 

people were present, 

last Friday in their 

cities , to defend the 

climate, the planet, a 

cause that brings the 

whole world 

together !
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LAWS GET HARDER 
In Wellington, the 

Prime Minister of New-

Zealand, Jacinda Arden, 

announced that her 

government found an 

agreement : a hardening 

of the laws on the 

carrying of weapons 

after last friday’s 

shootings, where 50 

people lost their lives…
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The glasses to 
detect the true 
or the false .
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